
triviumpackaging.com

Let’s Get Started.
We’d love to tell you more. If you have  
questions, need more information or want  
to see what we can do for your brand,  
contact us.

Premium Packaging.
Exceptional Results.

PAINTS & COATINGS

https://www.triviumpackaging.com/contact-us/


Premium Looks, 
Endless Options, 
Unlimited Possibilities.
Our wide selection of shapes, sizes and design 
options enable you to elevate your brand  
in ways you never imagined. Our packaging 
solutions include:

Flexible Decoration
Our state of the art lithographic printing capabilities 

and Flexidec digital label printing technology allow 

us to deliver high-quality, cost-effective graphics that 

accentuate the premium look of our packaging. 

Innovation
From innovative closure systems, such as our Spring 

Latch system, to industry leading downguaging and 

protection systems, our dedicated R&D centres are 

focused on consistently innovating in all areas of 

product development.

Sustainability
Metal paint cans recycle forever!  With a recycling  

process that can withstand all the demands of the 

paints and coatings industry, recycled metal paint 

cans go on to live another life.

A Global Presence
With more than 60 locations, and approximately 

7,500 employees, we are proud to use our 

experience and expertise to offer customers around 

the world industry-leading, innovative and 

sustainable packaging solutions.

Cylindrical

125ml - 5lt

Rectangular

250ml - 30lt

Conical

2.5lt - 25lt

Lever 
Lid

Berg Crimp 
Lid

Ring & 
Latch

Spring 
Latch

Turning Sustainability into Success

Our infinitely recyclable metal packaging solutions protect your product, promote 
your brand and preserve our planet.

Protect Your Product 
Metal paint cans are air tight, keeping 
paint fresher for longer.

Promote Your Brand 
360° messaging, premium look  
and convenient opening and closing solutions.

Preserve Our Planet 
100% infinitely recyclable packaging, the circular econ-
omy consumers want to see.

Closure systems



A Growing Demand

The challenge for consumer brands has become clear: 

It’s no longer a question of whether brands should shift to more sustainable packaging,  
but how. The 2023 Buying Green Report shows that sustainability is at the top of consumers’ 
list when it comes to packaging.

66%
identify as 
environmentally 
aware.

79%
of consumers are 
looking for products in 
sustainable packaging.

71%
have chosen a 
product in the last 
six months based 
on its sustainability 
credentials. 

(Source: Trivium 2023 Buying Green Report)

Our Products

We work with market leading brands to create 
a winning portfolio. Our industry standard 99, 
108 and 153 diameter cans are produced by 
P&C dedicated production sites across Europe. 
Trivium’s established interplant network 
optmises lead-time and supply chain flexibility 
while our footprint gives extensive coverage 
across Europe.

At the Heart of Innovation
We continually innovate and challenge 
complexities to drive down cost and increase 
operational efficiencies. Our products are 
optmized by weight and performance, 
offering sustainable packaging solutions to 
our customers. Our coatings are consistently 
packtested to meet the ever changing 
demands of product formulations.

Centered on Sustainabilty
Sustainability is at the heart of everything we 
do. In fact, we are platinum rated by Ecovadis, 
placing Trivium in the top 1% of companies 
worldwide for sustainability.  We’ve also been 
recognized as a Supplier Engagement Leader 
by the CDP for our work in educating and 
working with suppliers across sustainable 
practices.

At Trivium Packaging, sustainability 
and innovation go hand-in-hand. Our
eco-design standards uses innovation to 
drive the sustainability of our products even 
further through nine key criteria, creating 
environmentally friendly packaging that 
matter for brands and consumers.

Our expansive portfolio offers your brand a 
variety of options to best fit your sustainable 
packaging needs and provides your customers 
with packaging that is easy to use and recycle. 
We look forward to partnering with your brand.



Cylindrical cans
Widely used across the paints and coatings industry cylindrical containers are available in sizes 
from 125ml to 5LT in volume. We offer multiple handle options and colours for container sizes 
>1.25LT in volume.

Diameter Height Volume Stackable
60 62 0.125L

73 76.5 0.25L

84 87 0.375L

99 90 0.5L

99 105 0.6L

99 119 0.75L

99 119 0.75L

99 148 0.8L

99 149 1L

99 149 1L

108 75 0.5L

108 132 1L

108 155 1.25L

109 122 1L

109 132 1L

109 138 1L

140 162 2L

140 188 2.5L

153 157 2.5L

153 157 2.5L

153 181 3L

153 193 3L

153 193 3L

160 163 2.5L

165 157 2.5L

165 180 3.5L

165 192 3.5L

165 195 3.75L

165 205 4L

176 187 4L

176 233 5L

Lid types
We offer a wide range of lid profiles and lid/
ring combinations to meet your needs. These 
include; reverse-lever and triple-tight options. 

Conical cans
Conical pails optimise storage and transportation. We have an extensive portfolio, that covers   
multiple sectors and applications. For water-based contents we offer industry leading coatings 
and varnishes to give protection against corrosion. We offer UN ratings for many of our conical 
products too. 

Lid types
We offer various closure options for our conical 
pails. These include our patented Springlatch 
system, unique to Trivium.

Diameter Height Volume Stackable
160 160 2.5L

160 176 2.5L

160 195 3L

180 138 2.5L

180 166 3L

180 194 4L

180 235 5L

180 236 5L

180 247 5.1L

181 171 3L

181 255 5L

198 214 5L

198 255 6L

198 260 6L

200 218 5L

200 249 6L

202 218 5L

242 256 10L

242 276 10L

242 280 10L

242 308 11.5L

286 240 10L

286 260 12L

286 298 15L

286 300 15L

286 320 16L

286 380 20L

286 404 22L

286 466 25L

292 250 12L

292 330 15L

292 345 16L

292 364 18L

292 384 21L

292 450 25L

Raised panel Reverse Lever (RL) lid

Low panel Reverse Lever (RL) lid

Triple tight lid

Ring and  Seal Lever Lid

Lid with handle

Ring and Latch Lid

Springlatch Lid

Crimp Lid



Rectangular cans
Our rectangluar containers are available in sizes from 250ml to 25LT in volume. 

Diameter Width Height Volume Stackable
70 35 127 0.25L

96 42 154 0.5L

114 58 105 0.5L

114 58 186 1L

148 148 226 5L

159 120 162 2.5L

159 120 288 5L

159 120 300 5L

175 108 159 2.5L

175 108 292 5L

292 258 310 20L

292 258 395 25L

292 258 450 30L

Your local Trivium plant can support with a basic range of closure options for our containers and 

advise you where to source any specialist requirements. We offer UN ratings for many of our 

rectangle products too.

     

Contact our aerosol experts by visiting our 

website, www.triviumpackaging.com

Looking for aerosol  
paint solutions?  

https://www.triviumpackaging.com/contact-us/


Leading the Way

As a global leader in metal packaging, we received two A-ratings from the CDP for climate 
change and water security in 2020. We are committed to providing sustainable packaging that 
drives exceptional value for both you and the planet. Our innovative solutions in metal packaging 
and our global network of award-winning design capabilities help ensure your products stand out 
at the point of sale and beyond.

Graphics and Printing: Our Studio Network
Trivium’s dedicated graphic studios are located across Europe in the UK, Italy and Poland, and 
are equipped to allow capacity utilization for our network of plants. Our studios equipment and 
processes are standardized to provide the same excellence in quality regardless of where artwork 
is produced. We offer the latest proofing technologies and cloud-based file management to 
help facilitate a seamless process for our clients. Our expertise and design capabilities support all         
customer reprographic needs, delivering brand consistency for your product.

Trivium Packaging’s art processes include Lithographic printing and full-wrap Flexidec labels.  

Key

Can assembly

Components

Print, Can assembly & Components


